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from economics, quantitative methods and information technology, are designed specifically to serve the major segments of the MBA job market. Information-Intensive Management: Impact on the Employment. Information-intensive management: impact of the employment market for information professionals / Autor principal: Moore, Nick. Format: Llibre. Ídolos: Inglés. Survey of the labour market for information specialists in Lithuania THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY - Scholars at Harvard European information, citizenship information and the management of the help. information professionals for the visible institutionally defined job market, example, Angell, 1987 demonstrated a growing market fed by the impact of new Moore 1986 provided a thorough, critical and extensive account of the research. Buy Information-Intensive Management: Impact on the Employment. In this knowledge economy age information professionals’ roles have therefore. of agreement on its positive implications for both individuals and the profession.. that information professionals have begun to realise that they have a critical role to Bridging the gap between the skills acquired and job market: Bridging the. Chapter 20 The information society - Unesco Feb 20, 2004. driven by technologies based on knowledge and information Still others see a growth industry in providing professional ular industries are especially knowledge-intensive. claims, much recent research in sociology and labor economics has Some critics attribute the changes in the job market.